ANALYSIS OF ACCESSIBILITY IN THE CITY
1. COURT/POST OFFICE/CINEMA/PLANETA THEATRE
2. ST.FELIU CHURCH/BARRI VELL/ARAB BATHS/ST.PEDRE DE GALIGANS CHURCH/CATHEDRAL/PIA ALMOINA
3. JUDISH MUSEUM
4. UNIVERSITY/CITY WALLS ENTRANCE
5. MUNICIPAL THEATRE/TOWN HALL
6. ST.SUZANNA CHURCH/CINEMA MUSEUM/PRIMARY CARE CENTER
WE PROPOSED TO MAKE A GREEN BELT TO CONNECT ALL THE IMPORTANT GREEN POINTS OF THE CITY AND MAKE ALL THIS AREAS ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL. THE OTHER IMPORTANT CONCEPT IS TO CREATE A GREEN CITY CENTER WITHOUT CARS.
WE PROPOSED TO MAKE AN ELECTRIC CAR BELT INTO THE CITY TO CONNECT THE MAIN CULTURAL POINTS. THE MAIN OBJECTIVES TO RENDER THE VISIT MORE EASY.
FIND YOUR WAY
CALL AN ELECTRIC CAR
HAVE INFORMATION ABOUT BUILDINGS ...
GREEN LINE
PRIORITY TO COMMON TRANSPORT
KEEP CARS OUT OF THE CITY CENTER
STRATEGICAL DIFFICULT POINTS
STRATEGICAL DIFFICULT POINTS